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Amando Ramos'Exhibits
His Most Recent Work in
the Reynolds Gallery

Pacific Airs Com
mercial During
Pacific Basketball
Game on ESPN2
By Erin Birminqhom

The Reynolds Art Gallery is hosting a new exhibit by Armando Ramos. It is his first soloexhibit attempt and will run until February 26th.

By Courtnee Coburn
The Reynolds Art Gallery,
known for its displays of in
novative and unique artwork,
has once again taken a step
in an original and distinctive
direction. On January 17th,
Armando Ramos' collection
of sculptures in clay opened
and took it's place in the long
line of great art exhibits here
on the Pacific campus.
Tiny action-heros, figu
rines, sculpted heads, and
bodies fill the room. This particular exhibition is especially
known for it's satirical twist.
A reception for Ramos was
held at the gallery on Friday,
January 20th.
See Amando on
student takes a break from classes t<
ece from Amando's latest exhibit.
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News Editor
On Thursday February 9th
Pacific debuted a new com
mercial on ESPN2 during the
Pacific vs. Cal State Fullerton
men's basketball game. This
was the first and only men's
basketball game on ESPN2
this year. Being that it was
their only nationally televised
regular season game Pacific's
Media Board decided that it
would be the best time to air
their new University of the
Pacific commercial.
The new commercial is a
tribute to the beautiful Pacific
campus. It aims to increase
the
school's
reputation.
The 30 second commercial
is an advertisement for the

Stockton, San Francisco,
and Sacramento campuses.
However it was filmed on
the Stockton campus.
The commercial is aes
thetically pleasing. It steams
together images of the Stock
ton campus in Autumn,
student athletes, a choir in
Morris Chapel and various
other students socializing
and studying out doors.
The Pacific Hail is sung by
the choir through out the
commercial. It represents
the school in a very sophisti
cated and professional light.
It was a good commercial
and should increase Pacific's
popularity nation wide.
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Continued from Armando
on page 1

This is Armando Ra
mos' first completely solo
showcase. However Ra
mos already has quite the
reputation for his "witty
and amusing sculptures".
He attended the Kansas
City Art Institute, and
received a scholarship to
attend national council
for Education of Ceramic
Arts.
It is definitely a treat for
Pacific to host the work of
such a promising, up and
coming artist.
The exhibit runs until
February 26th.
Photograph from pacific.edu

"Witty arid amusing sculptures" such as this one fill the vibrant
exhibit.
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On page 2 of the Jan
26 edition of the
Pacifican, an article
says that the search
for a dean in the
School of Education is
still underway. That
is not correct
information. We have
had a new dean in
residence since July
1,2005. Her name is
Dr. Lynn Beck.

REPORTED BY PUBLIC
SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
February 5 to 11, 2006
1*ARREST WOOD ME
MORIAL BRIDGE
Officers stopped a subject
regarding suspicious activ
ity at 2:00 AM and found
him in possession of two
credit cards belonging to
another person. He was also
in possession of narcotics.
2*ARREST PACIFIC AVE
Officers observed a pick
up truck driving south on
Pacific Ave. with a subject
hanging on the back of the
truck at 3:49AM. Officers
stopped the driver and de
termined he was under the
influence. CHP arrived and
processed the driver. The
other subjects were released
to their parents.
3*VANDALISMSCHOOL
OF ED
Staff
reports finding
two windows broken. One
appeared it was caused
by a bullet and the other
window was broken by an
unknown object.
4*ASSAULT
PUBLIC
SAFETY
Victim reports he was as
saulted earlier in the day on
the campus by an associate
of his.
5*VEHICLE
THEFT
DAVE BRUBECK WAY
Victim reports the theft of
a 1982 Toyota Oregon plate

YVK091 off campus betwe
730 and 1040 PM in the v
block of Dave Brubeck.
6*MISSING
PERSC
SOUTHWEST HALL
Person was reported rr.
ing by a parent. Officers loc
ed the subject and notified 1
parent the subject was alri gl
7*VANDALISM
JOE
BALLANTYNE
Officers initiated a vand
ism report of a PRIDE pos:
that someone marked w graffiti.
8*THEFT BURNS TOWEF
Victim reports the theft o:
leather front end cover to h
vehicle while she was in tl
library.
9*AUTO
BU
GLARY TOWNHOUS
APTS.
Victim parked their 19^
Pontiac at 1:30 PM on 0205f
and when they returned at 1
26 AM on 020606, they discc ered the rear passenger win
window broken. Suspect too
the detachable face plate to th
car stereo. Officers stopped
subject fitting the descriptio
of a suspect seen earlier but h
did not have any of the stole
property. Report filed an.
information sent to Stocktoi
Police for follow up investiga
tion.
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From congress to campus
Dinner with a Congressional candidate
By lennifer Hite-Smith

Editor-in-Chief

As University students we
are beginning our lives as ac
tive citizens, both inside and
outside of the political realm.
It is important, however, to
know how much we are af
fected by those we choose
to represent us in this Great
American system.
Paul N. McCloskey, Jr. will
be running against current
California representative,
Richard Pombo, to be the
Republican representative
for the 11 th district of Cali
fornia. The House of Repre
sentatives elections will be
held on November 7, 2006.
I had the opportunity to
meet this Congressionalhopeful over dinner last
week. Apart from learning
about California politics
and maintaining legitimate
values for the American
system, I learned about
myself and what it takes to

uphold what one holds dear.
McCloskey stated in hisState
ment of Candidacy, gl would
characterize this campaign
as a battle for the soul of the
Republican Party.
When I think of the variety
of things one can accomplish
in life, I see an example in
McCloskey. I hope to teach
you what I learned about this
78-year old Congressional
hopeful by highlighting his
views through his previous
accomplishments. First, how
ever, a little of his own words
to me about his connection to
the American people.
"I never wanted to get into
politics," said McCloskey. He
told the story of his entry into
the political realm when, at
21, he noticed the stance of
the Democratic Party against
the civil rights movement
- he did not like the way
things were going. "Some
thing snapped," explained
McCloskey, "and I went into
politics."

California Congressional candidate Paul McCloskey.

"I've never been a very
good politician," argued
McCloskey, "Because if you
want to do what is right,
people don't always listen
to you."
McCloskey explained to
me the revelation by which
he has come to understand
the role of young people in
America. "All of the great
movements in my lifetime
were by young people," em
phasized McCloskey. Such
movements included civil
rights, women's rights, antiVietnam protests, labor laws,
and human rights.
"Young people are ideal
istic," continued McCloskey,
explaining the mindset of
young people that allows
them the ability to take ac
tion.
He explained how
young people can readily
take action on issues that af
fect them. When you are
young, you can mold and
change.
Picture
this scenario:
young people have the abil
ity to change and reorder
their lives without much con
sequence - you can change
your major, dump
your
significant other, or protest
human rights and still have
time in your life to get things
going your way.
However, a second sce
nario comes with age. It is
not as easy to find work if
you lose your job at age 60;
it is not as simple to find an
other partner if you divorce
after 50 years. This is how
McCloskey painted the mo
bility of American youth. We
are the backbone, the checks
and balances of our nation.
Mix in the passion and desire
to change the system when
we don't like it, and we have
had a lot of power through
out history.
Now, here is the man
behind the inspiration. Mc
Closkey received a number
of heroic medals, including

McCloskey is all smiles as he prepares for his campaign.

two purple hearts during the
Korean War. He continued
to serve over 20 years in the
United States Marine Corps
Reserve. McCloskey also
founded what is now the
largest law firm in California,
located in Palo Alto. McClos
key was an environmental
lawyer who protected and
fought for natural habitats
and endangered species.

"All of the great
movements in
my lifetime were
by young
people."
Not to be excluded are
his 15 years in the House
of Representatives as the
representative for the San
Francisco Peninsula. McClo
skey is a politician who has
experience in the system, a
plus for pushing for what
Californians want.
McCloskey was the .cochairman of the first national
Earth Day in 1970. Thirty-six
years later, he is still aware
of our environmental needs.
For California, the issues in
volving the degradation of
our environment are becom
ing more and more impor
tant. Here in the San Joaquin
Valley, we are in the "fertile
crescent" of both California

and the United States. Mc
Closkey knows and under
stands the intensity at which
we must attack environmen
tal questions. "I believe hu
man-caused global warming
is a real threat," stated Mc
Closkey. He is planning on
coming to Pacific to speak
on Earth Day 2006, which
falls on Saturday, April 22.
At our dinner, I found out
McCloskey personally spoke
to Yasser Arafat,
former
Prime Minister of Palestine,
about recognizing and find
ing peace between Pales
tine and Israel. His work in
this arena of international
relations flows through the
Council for National Inter
est for which McCloskey is
president. This institution
focuses on a balanced foreign
policy between the U.S. and
the Middle East. McCloskey
argues that Israel needs to
recognize the Palestinian
government in the same way
that Israel continually asks
for international recognition.
In 1972, McCloskey unsuc
cessfully ran for president
against Richard Nixon and
the Vietnam War policies.
Later, in 1973, McCloskey
was the first member of Con
gress to give a speech for the
impeachment of Nixon, a
speech for which he is still
well known.
I end this with one request:
surprise those who think our
generation is apathetic.
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PERSPECTIVES
it's appropriate to draw
analogies like this? Allow
me to outline a few of the
more ridiculous and utterly
In response to the article in dumbfounding things that
the February 9th issue of The I found in this article. I'd
Pacifican titled "Superbowl first like to point out that
2006: Jerusalem."
the analogy that The entire
In the most recent issue article is based on is com
of The Pacifican, staff writer pletely inconsistent. First of
Benjamin Dunphy outlines all, mixing a football term
a poorly conceived and like "Red Zone" into the
thouroughly [sic] ridiculous article to indicate Palestin
analogy, comparing sev ian controlled land (at least
eral terrible events in Middle I think that's what it's sup
Eastern and European his posed to represent because
tory to a Superbowl halftime Mr. Dunphy never actually
show...the Superbowl itself explains what "Red Zone"
apparently being the "game" is supposed to refer to)
of the Jewish-Muslim con does nothing but confuse
flict that has caused the the reader unless you offer
loss of countless lives over a concrete parallel of what
the span of thousands of "Red Zone" represents. The
years. Wow. So that seems title of the article: "Super
like a pretty reasonable com bowl Jerusalem" implies that
parison then right? Essen maybe some of the historical
tially what that says to me events referred to would
is, "let's compare an event involve Jerusalem. Think
where the most controversial again. Mr. Dunphy made
occurance is Janet Jackson's sure only to reference events
exposed breast, to...oh I don't that do not at all involve this
know, say...World War I, or city. The events listed in this
maybe the Holocaust." What article that pertain to World
kind of immature and ig War I all took place in either
norant writer thinks that Saudi Arabia, or the areas

Letter

now known as Jordan, Syria,
and the Sinai. TE Lawrence
(not "Lawrence of Arabia"just because you've seen the
movie by no means does it
indicate that you know what
the hell you're talking about)
had nothing to do with Arab
or Jewish movements in
Jerusalem. Perhaps if Mr.
Dunphy actually did some
research outside of Holly
wood this would have been
clear to him. Lawrence was
indeed crucial as a liaison
between British intelligence
and the Arab revolt against
Turkish rule, (note: Turks,
not Jews, were the enemy of
the Arabs in this particular
conflict) and spent years
in what we now call the
Middle East, but these cam
paigns did not take place
in Jerusalem. Mr. Dunphy
then decides to jump ahead
to World War II (which also
did not involve Jerusalem
interestingly enough) and
continues his analogous train
of thought with some very
offensive material. Dunphy
calls Hitler's book "Mein
Kampf", the "rulebook" of
the German "team," and

Networking Program with Alumni
Wednesday, March 1,2006
6:00 PM

"Get A Grip On Your Future" Networking
Program
Togram
Presidents Room, Anderson Hall

7:00 PM

Networking Reception with graduating stu dents
Regents Room, Anderson Hall

Join the Pacific Alumni Association and Career Resource
Center as they team up to bring the Class of 2006 an
interactive and fun way to learn effective networking skills,
The reception immediately following will allow partici
pants to put their new found skills into action. Both the
program and reception are free and open to any alumni
and students who wish to attend.

RSVP by Monday, February 27,2006 bv calling 946-2391
or online at www.pacificalumni.org (Calendar section).

then says that the Germans
"tried to eliminate their op
posing team altogether, the
Jews." Now, if by "team"
Mr. Dunphy meant to im
ply that these events were a
game and that the Jews were
willing participants, I would
suggest that Mr. Dunphy
think about the fact that be
ing systematically slaugh
tered in your own country
by your own government
because you held certain
religious beliefs is pretty far
from being a Peking football
game. Mr. Dunphy makes
no attempt to reference any
actual Jewish-Muslim con
flicts from more recent times
such as the Yom Kippur
War in 1973, or the terrorist
attacks that have plagued
Jerusalem since then; He is
much more content to con
tinue his poorly conceived
analogy, substituting his
torical facts with what I'm
sure he thought were very
clever references to football,
especially his closing line:
"We'll be right back with A1
Michaels and John Madden
after these messages." Wow,
what an astounding wit this
writer possesses, I've never
encountered such aphorism
in modem journalism. This
article does not discuss
what the title implies it
will, and is overall an im
mature, innefectual, [sic]
and outright irritatjng-toread piece of writing. Plus,
Dunphy is writing under
the "Perspectives" section
of the Pacifican...so where
is his perspective on these
issues? Having interests in
politics and sports does not
just mean you can combine
them into this abortive at
tempt at analyzing the Jew
ish-Islamic conflict, without
even expressing an opinion
other than that it's "the most
intense halftime show I have
ever witnessed." It's pretty
clear that actually having
some writing ability is not
a requirement to work for
the Pacifican. (And are you
guys really too busy to check
for spelling errors in your
HEADLINES??) I'm not out
to get this printed (although
you have my permission to
run it if you choose), I'm
just trying to make a state

ment about the quality of •
newspaper journalism ;
Pacifican seems to sanctj(
as well as question the eff,
tiveness of their staff write
Sincerely,
Jake Wenger

Rebuttal
Bv Benjamin Punchy

Before I begin my respon
to the misunderstanding
my article that is express*
in the form of an atta
(to the left of this colunrn
which is at many times pe
sonal, I would like to defb
the word "satire." Satii
"the use of wit, especial
irony, sarcasm, and ridicul
to attack the vices and folli
of humankind." Now, if th
is not explanation enough f<
you to understand my mi
tives, allow me to elaborate
Your first point that "tl
analogy that the entire artic
is based on is completely ii
consistent." is simply untru
and I am going to show yo
how by responding to man
of your assertions and con
ments below.
"Mr. Dunphy never at
tually explains what "Re
Zone" is supposed to refe
to"
The first time I mentionei
the Palestinian Red Zone wa
in the first half, where Chri
Burman mentions how man
members each team has ii
the "Palestinian Red Zone.
Football fans know that th
Red Zone is the twenty yard
line to the endzone of the op
posing team, wliich is when
the offense eventually want
to end up, and I contrasted
this fact with the Area of Pal
estine. I never bluntly statec
that the Red Zone is Pales
tine, as I never gave an ac
curate description of the fielc
or many other aspects of this
"game." I felt the reference tc
the Red Zone was obvious
enough for the readers tc
draw their own conclusions,
especially since I called it the
See REBUTTAL page 5
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PERSPECTIVES
REBUTTAL from page 4

Palestinian Red Zone.
-The title of the article:
•Superbowl Jerusalem" im
plies that maybe some of the
historical events referred to
would involve Jerusalem.
Mr. Dunphy made sure only
to reference events that do
not at all involve this city."
The first half of the su
perbowl explains the events
rrom the journey of Moses
to Israel up to the year 1900.
Jerusalem becomes more and
more important throughout
lie twentieth century, espedally after WWII, which was
to be my second half. This is
mainly because, as I was go
ing to explain in the second
half, the Temple Mount in
Jerusalem is the holiest site
for the Jews and the third
holiest for Muslims. To give
YOU a historical example of
how important this area is
to the security and peace
talks of the Middle East, in
2000 Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Barak made an of
fer to the PLO that would
mean the establishment of
a Palestinian State on 9091% of the West Bank and
the whole of the Gaza Strip,
with an outlying suburb of
East Jerusalem as its capital.
Yasir Arafat, the leader of
the PLO, refused this offer
mainly because of the issue
of control over the Temple
Mount and Jerusalem. Peace
talks broke down, and the
second Intifada started as a
result. This is why I have not
made much reference to this
aty*yet. As I already stated,
lerusalem becomes much
more important post WWII,
which is the second half of
this Superbowl. I called it
'Superbowl Jerusalem" be
cause Jerusalem is the reason
why so many peace talks between these two groups have
broken down.
"The events listed in this
article that pertain to World
Aar I all took place in either
Saudi Arabia, or the areas
now known as Jordan, Syr
ia, and the Sinai."
Did you actually read the
article? I clearly point out
the connection there. Take
another look at that map that

is printed in the halftime
article. See that? That's the
land of Palestine under the
British Mandate, which actu
ally consists of what is now
known as Jordan. At this
point in history, the borders
we currently see were non
existent. In regards to Saudi
Arabia, that country wasn't
even established until 1932,
and Jordan and Syria not un
til 1946. The West set up se
cret treaties with King Saud
(and others, but let's keep it
simple), the eventual ruler of
the eventual Saudi Arabia,
in order to defeat the Otto
mans. The British promised
Saud the land now known
as Saudi Arabia. Why do
you think the West has such
good (economic) relations
with Saudi Arabia, because
Christians and Muslims
have coexisted peacefully
throughout history? No.
Because the first oil refinery,
Saudi Aramco, was set up
with American dollars. WWI
and WWII essentially al
lowed the West to draw the
borders of the Middle East.
I will draw further connec
tions in the next answer.
"TE Lawrence (not 'Law
rence of Arabia'- just be
cause you've seen the movie
by no means does it indicate
that you know what the hell
you're talking about) had
nothing to do with Arab or
Jewish movements in Jeru
salem."
As to your assertions
that Lawrence of Arabia
had nothing to do with the
Arab or Jewish movements
in Jerusalem, let's look at
my article one more time. I
tell you that the Ottomans
ruled Palestine, and in fact
they ruled pretty much
the entire Middle East at
this point. I point out what
mideastweb.org expresses:
"Arabs led by T.E. Lawrence
and backed by Sharif Husayn revolted against the
Ottomans in the belief that
Britain would help establish
Arab independence in the
Middle East." If that is not a
good enough source for you,
according to The Essential
World History by William
Duiker and Jackson Spielvogel, "a British officer who
came to be known as Law

rence of Arabia incited Arab
princes to revolt against their
Ottoman overlords in 1917."
Again, this proves my point
that WWI did in fact have
an impact Palestine/Israel,
and had everything to do
with Arab and Jewish move
ments. The Arabs were un
derstandably angry, because
after they helped the British
defeat the Ottomans, they
were not given the land they
were promised, as Palestine
became a British mandate.
This is also important to the
Jews because it secured a
land for them and allowed
for them to immigrate into
the land of Israel and even
tually establish a state. But
the establishment of Israel
is for the second half, after
WWII, which I will eventu
ally get to. Did you forget
that there are two halves in
football?
"Perhaps if Mr. Dunphy
actually did some research
outside of Hollywood"
I have never seen that
movie you mentioned. Here
are all of my sources used for
this article:
"The Essential World His
tory"
Duiker/Spielvogel,
2005www.mideastweb.org
My notes from a Middle
East lecture by Gigi Gokcek,
Contemporary World Issues,
2004
And the Bible and Q'uran
quotes I used: I simply
googled for quotes for each
book and put ones that I
felt were relevant in there; I
don't remember the sites.
"Mr. Dunphy then de
cides to jump ahead to
World War II (which also
did not involve Jerusalem
interestingly enough)"
I feel I partly answered this
question above in outlining
the significance of the title of
Jerusalem. As to the fact that
it didn't have anything to do
with Jerusalem, you can't
be serious. If you mean that
Jerusalem was not a force to
be reckoned with in WWII,
you're right-but in this sense
you do not understand what
I am trying to say. WWII
and the results produced
allowed for the Israeli state
to be established, which sub
sequently led to the 48 war
and pretty much every con

flict in that region during the
20th Century. WWII did not
involve Jerusalem on a milita
ristic analysis, but it allowed
for the Jews to eventually call
Jerusalem their city.
"Now, if by 'team' Mr.
Dunphy meant to imply that
these events were a game and
that the Jews were willing
participants, I would suggest
that Mr. Dunphy think about
the fact that being system
atically slaughtered in your
own country by your own
government because you
held certain religious beliefs
is pretty far from being a
Peking football game."
By taking this satirical
look at the history of the
Palestinian/Israeli
conflict
as a literal, serious analysis
you are defeating the result
I am trying to achieve. The
historical analysis is one
hundred percent true (as we
know it in history books: as I
pointed out in an actual quote
by President Harry Truman,
"No two historians ever
agree on what happened,
and the damn thing is they
both think they're telling the
truth."), but it is presented in
the form of a football game.
By no means do I take away
from the seriousness of these
events, as much as one can
when presenting this in the
form of a football game. What
I am doing in this article is
making what is called a "link"
of the historical events of the
Palestinian/Israeli
conflict
and the Superbowl. Now, in
this satirical analysis, the en
tire history is played out in a
first half, a halftime show, and
a second half, which I have yet
to write. And it is supposed to
be humorous; it is supposed
to make you chuckle. Nothing
can change the events of what
happened, and by me making
a link between the Superbowl
and the ongoing conflict in
the Middle East, I am not
taking away from what hap
pened, but I am actually put
ting these events on the table
for everyone to recognize.
This brief analysis of the his
torical events by no means
takes away the seriousness
of the events that happened,
but rather presents these seri
ous events in an easy to read,
enjoyable format that, if the

presentation doesn't make
you chuckle, John Madden's
gradual steps to drunken
line-drawing will.
"Mr. Dunphy makes no
attempt to reference any
actual Jewish-Muslim con
flicts from more recent times
such as the Yom Kippur
War in 1973, or the terrorist
attacks that have plagued
Jerusalem since then"
Two words: Second half.
Now that you understand
my article, "Superbowl 2006:
Jerusalem," I can address the
question you proposed in
the beginning of your attack
on my article and me. You
stated that it was "overall an
immature, innefectual, and
outright irritating-to-read
piece of writing." And then
you posed the question,
"What kind of immature
and ignorant writer thinks
that it's appropriate to draw
analogies like this?"
I am sure the immature
writer you speak of would
not make personal attacks or
baseless assertions, not have
a sense of humor or under
stand the meaning of satire,
or present a case of fallacy on
something that he does not
understand. Yet I appreciate
that you speak from your
heart. I just hope you now
understand my article, and
that you understood my re
sponses for your misunder
stood assertions.
Incidentally, if you are go
ing to criticize someone for
grammatical errors, try to
make sure the document in
which you make these criti
cisms does not have gram
matical errors in itself. It is
thoroughly, not "thouroughly," occurrence, not "occurance," and ineffectual, not
"innefectual". Please let me
know if there are any other
problems you have with the
article; I would be happy to
clarify them for you.
To those who were looking
forward to the second half of
Superbowl 2006: Jerusalem,
it will have to wait until next
week, as the time I would
have spent on it was taken
up by this response, http:
/ / www.mideastweb.org/bri
efhistory.htm#Geography%2
0and%20Early%20History
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RHA Celebrates Valentine's
with "Masquerade in Vegas"

The 9
Epicurean
Restaurant
Review
love foods
By Jeffery Morgan
Staff Writer

Pacific students
celebrated Val
entines day in a
number of ways
through campus
events this past
week.

Pacific students who attended the Residence Hall Associations "Masquerade
Las Vegas" got an early start on Valentine's Day. "Masquerq.de in Las Vewas the winter formal for the residence halls. It was held ih the Grace
Dinning Hall last friday night, with tickets sold for two dollars. The
event included dancing, gambling, mocktails, and masquerade masks.

Nora Plutzik
Vocal Performance
Freshman
A series of compromises
and actions that ultimately
improves life.

Anthony Yi
Music Education
Freshman
All you need is love.

Jessica Virtue
English /Film
Sophomore
Sacrifice, happiness, duty,
passion; all of that without
even having to think about it.

Coco Eicholtz
Communication
Freshman
Doing everything for one
person without caring
about anything else.

This week The Epecurean
Restaurant Review celebrates
Valentines Day with a tribute
to the foods of love. Though
most of you have probably
done something clich* for
your Valentines Day and are
probably disappointed with
that same box of chocolates,
have no fear, with the proper
food you can make every day
as romantic as Valentinefs
Day should have been.
Food has always been the
key to a romantic interlude.
The practice of using foods
to create romantic experience
goes back to the ancient prac
tice of mixing aphrodisiacs.
Ancient peoples used certain
herbs and foods to both help
them perform better so to
speak, but also to heighten the
romantic experience. Com
mon foods associated with
stimulating the feelings of ro
mance are things like aniseed,
asparagus, almond, arugula,
sweet basil, the combina
tion of chocolate and wine,
etc. Many ancient peoples
believed that such foods had
special powers allowing the
consumer of these products
to have things like libido, ir
resistible charisma, stamina,
and the ability to make some
one fall in love.
Whether or not such foods
actually have such power I
cannot rightly say. What 1
can say is that nothing says
gl love youh like a beautifully
prepared meal. Romance is
about sensuality and the con
sumption of good food is perSee FOOD Page 9
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Fear and Loathing on a College Campus
Subwoofers and a Valentine'd Day Apology

Ah, the Valentine's Day
issue of the newspaper. A
rather strange "holiday"
Valentine's Day is, if you
can call it that. While some
people get all googly-eyed
over what their significant
other did for them, others
get teary-eyed over what
they didn't. For the rest of
us, we sit idly by and watch

as Valentine's Day, a.k.a.
Single Awareness Day, makes
itself painfully evident. And
everyone knows there's only
one thing singles should be
doing on Valentine's Day.
Which brings me to the
question, have you ever been
out at some crazy party, the
music is blaring in the back
ground, and you feel like if
you continue to drink any
more your face will probably
get in a fight with the ground

and most likely lose? What
do you do then? No, not
punch holes in the host's
room, you call Stripes for a
ride back to your room or
another party. But have you
ever been on Stripes at night?
It's such a strange feeling to
leave a really loud environ
ment, and then hop on an
almost silent cart ride across
campus. And if you're trying
to go to another party, the
lack of real sound besides
the high-pitched squealing
of the cart is almost unnerv
ing, and just takes away all
your drunken party momen
tum. I have come up with a
solution my dear friends, so
Stripes if you're reading this,
you should take it to heart.
One word: Subwoofers.
Think about it, how great
would it be if the Stripes car
just came equipped with
two 12 inch subwoofers in
the back? Sure, there would
be the minor problem of the
fact that, oh you know, there

would no longer be two seats
in the back, but it would be
worth it. No more hassle of
always having to go out
side sporadically to check if
Stripes is there yet; you can
just stay inside and wait for
the faint sound of approach
ing music. "Hey man, is
Stripes here? I've been wait
ing for*oh I think I hear the
bass line to California Love.
It's getting louder. Ok, the
windows are rattling, they're
here." No fuss, no muss.
Another phenomenon I've
noticed is the strange rela
tionship people have with
their online journals, also
known as blogs. I mean, there
are things that a lot of people
don't want to talk about but
for some reason feel com
pletely comfortable with
posting on the Internet. For
example, here's an excerpt
from one that I was reading:
"Dear cinsert name of girl>,
if you didn't know, but I'm
sure you did, I really do like

you. It's not too common I
I am genuinely intereste
anyone much less wrj
about my puppy dog-li]
infatuation in a public pla
like this. In short, you'
pretty awesome, and
award-winning smile is toj
in my book. I know I mess*
up pretty badly the ofh<
night, but I honestly don
remember saying anythir
like that, and if I did, it
definitely not how I feel,
anything, it was in respons
to something I walked i
on, but you should alread
know that I don't think it
true. I truly am sorry." Set
things like this get poste.
online on a daily basis. Thi
could be a post from any on
of your fellow classmates, o
for all you know, it could b
my attempt to apologize to
good friend of mine. In an;
case, lets see if he gets th
girl.

Hollencomium Music Reviews
Richmond Hollen
Music Reviews
This week we will be re
viewing three bands with
one thing in common: they
are all led by females. Other
than the physical character
istics of these female sing
ers the bands do not differ
from the bands that I have
been reviewing so far on the
Hollencomium reviews. So
without further ado I will
introduce these fantastic
females.

Cat Power

You Are Free

"He

War"1

to

Chan Marshall, who is Cat
Power, is probably one of the
more intriguing artists of our
generation. Like many great
rock stars Chan is unreliable,
precocious and most impor
tantly insane. What makes
her different than the rest is
her sense of frailty, which in
my mind at least makes her
less of a rock star and more of
a human.
"He War" is her upbeat an
them from the album You Are
Free. Chan's sweet southern
inflection along with the per
suasive foot tapping rhythm
create a great dynamic. It's
painfully simple and catchy
as hell.
Personal: 7.5
Originality: 6.2
Catchiness: 8.8

Sleater-Kinney
The Woods

"The Fox"
Being a northwest native I
am a bit partial to the punk
rock trio from Washington.
They definitely have an in
teresting dynamic with two
lead singers, one of which
has a compellingly strong
voice and the other with a
more gentle tone. They also
have two lead guitarists, one
that usually covers the lower
tones to make up for the lack

of a bass player.
"The Fox" is their power
ful opening track on their
2005 release, The Woods. The
song narrates the meeting be
tween the fox and the duck;
the fox being the sly male
and the duck being the na
ive female that catches on to
the fox's intentions. It rocks
harder than anything else
on the album and is a great
opening track.
Personal: 8.2
Originality: 7.4
Catchiness: 4.2

VivaK
Viva K

"Does It Matter?'
Armed with a sitar and a
tabla the band has seamless
ly welded eastern influence
with western power pop
Their music is greatly influ
enced by the former Beatle
George Harrison. The band
cites the death of this legend
along with the purchase of a
sitar at a local pawnshop as
the starting point for this Los
Angeles band. Although the}
can be dark at times, "Does It
Matter?" is a great pop song
that is propelling this small
LA band to new popularity.
Personal: 6.8
Originality: 7.0
Catchiness: 7.9

LIFESTYLES

HOROSCOPES

r v Horoscopes are not completed by a certified Astrologer, they are a humorous addition to this college
mbiication. The Pacifican does not intend to offend or insult anyone.
The God of Iron has become
angry and wrathful at the
Townhouses, for he has turned
off the driving gate code. Sac
rifice thirteen erasers and hope
he doesn't come for you next.
Tonight, listen to a Shakira song
while taking a cold shower.

lac?

' riv Don Cammorano
Astrological analyst

Cancer 6/22-7/22
After Valentine's Day you
may have been left wanting.
Whether your significant other
failed or you're just a sad, lone
ly person, you should buy some
chocolate and watch a soap
opera. Look on the bright side,
you're not in a coma. Tonight,
listen to Rob Zombie.

Aquarius 1/ 20-2/18
The ongoing debate will rage
as long as scholastic endeavors
Leo 7/23-8/22
continue: mechanical pencils
You have a fever, and it's a
or wooden pencils? While one hell of a fever. The only pre
offers convenience, the feel and scription is either cowbell or a
I aroma of a freshly sharpened cold drink. Think long and hard
wooden pencil has no equal. Leo, this may be the question
The stars tell me that you will that leads to the success of your
leed to make a choice in the future. Tonight, wonder what it
near future. Until then, use a would be like to be flat-footed.
oen and don't mess up. To
night, tape the OC.
. Virgo 8/23-9/22
There is someone out there
Pisces 2/19-3/20
for each of us, and from time to
During these cold months, time someone out there thinks
vou may long to lie next to the they are your one. We call them
pool with the beautiful people. stalkers and the best defense is
It's time you realized that there mace and a shrill voice. So the
are freezing temperatures else next time that person shows up
where in the country. Seventy at your door wanting a hug,
degrees is not cold, so get naked give them a shot of pepper and
and head to the pool! Tonight, scream bloody murder. Tonight,
wash behind your ears.
visit the library.
Aries 3/21-4/19
Looking out on the levee may
I make you feel that your room is
a bit ugly for comfort's sake. Go
to Pier 1 and look for toss pil
aws to add flair and spark to
mat drab room. Tonight, call
die McCaffery Center apart
ments the "UCs."
Taurus 4/20-5/20
Your sense of safety is all
nanks to our friends at Public
•afety. If it is true that you feel
are (and according to more
nan one constellation you do),
50 out and get a gift for one
:f the officers, such as a hat
or donut holes. But don't buy
-dual donuts; you don't want
I m perpetuate a myth like that.
Tonight, wear something old.
Gemini 5/21-6/21

Libra 9/23-10/22
There are many people out
there who have no taste what
soever. These people may wear
socks with sandals, or perhaps
enjoy red wine with Alaskan
cod. Seek out a person like this
and show him what an idiot
he is; it is your job to help the
world. Tonight, work the cor
ners.
Scorpio 10/23-11/21
The stars say you had a won
derful Valentine's Day, and if
you disagree then chances are
you are very, very wrong and
should do some soul searching.
Wait for a good deed to be done
to you and pay it forward; what
goes around comes around and
around and around, it is cool
like that. Tonight, wish the horo
scope writer got paid.

Sagittarius 11/22-12/21
With all the ass monkeys and
unhappy people in the world,
it's refreshing that you are above
it all. Go to the library and check
out the construction to plan out
where you will take your first
nap there. Tonight, relax Coolio
style.
Capricorn 12/22-1 /19
You may have noticed that
the stars do not favor you, Cap
ricorn. That's okay, remember
that it's always darkest before
dawn. Don't worry, you're your
own person, just scream if you
want it because you want more,
that's at least true. Tonight,
watch Batman.
From FOOD page 7
actual romance. Take, if you
will, the most common of all
romantic images, the candle lit
dinner, or perhaps you prefer
the old engagement ring hid
den in the dessert as your ideal
romantic image. In either case
and through each example the
idea of food is completely inter
connected to love and romance.
If you are worried about af
fording those expensive import
ed oysters with the bottle Bor
deaux from 1986 when planning
your romantic engagement, you
need not worry yourself. When
it comes to planning a food
centered romantic engagement
one only needs a little bit of pas
sion and some good planning.
Martha Hopkins co-author of
Intercourses: An Aphrodisiac
Cookbook wrote,' "Any food
that taps into all the senses is
an aphrodisiac." All you really
have to do is to think about it
a little bit and let your heart
figure out the rest. As for the
date itself I can only help with
some food suggestions, winning
the heart of your lover is your
department.
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Back to
Bashing
Bonds

Pacific
Softball

Signaling
for a strong
jea^on

Bv Ryan Mathews

Columnist
Pacific Women's Softball has
tough season ahead but are look
ing forward to the challenge.

Arash-Scott Benham
Sports Editor

The Pacific softbalT^quad
got off to a hot start sweep
ing Santa Clara 4-0 and 124. Led by Jennifer Curtier,
who was selected by the
Amateur Softball Asso
ciation to the 2006 Soft
ball Collegiate Player
of the Year Watch List,
this could be a season
of great memories and
n
awards.
It was
The Tigers scored
team
effort
three runs in the
the
second
game
second inning in the,
the
Tigers
and
first game giving
Broncos
were
tied
in
the
Briana Santos more
fifth
inning
until
Curtier's
than enough runs as
triple. Curtier than scored freshman* picked up the
Santos gave up six
on
Kristen Allen's sacrifice victory. The offense was in
hits in seven innings
fly
and
Pacific never looked sync and it started off at the
of shutout work. Curt
lead off position where Gina
back.
ier added insurance with
Carbonatto went 5 for 8 with
Chelsea
Engles,
another
a home run in the fifth inthree runs. Lauren Weyman

m-

has had a knack of clearing
the bases early in the season
with five RBI's against Santa
Clara.
This is a team that will
relay on its freshmen as it
could work as the talent is
there for the young Tigers
and with veteran leadership
the sky is the limit for the
2006 Tigers.

Beruit Championships in Full Swing
li

II rrl

*•—*
pated Beirut Tournament of
"Some athletes who play minimal dissent from the
Champions.
with Beirut rules and follow
Beirut has long been a fea the Beirut procedure like to athletes. Off-campus ref
eree and Division 1 Beirut
A day after Pacific Basket ture of University of the Pacif
call
it
beer
pong,
but
little
do
Player Chris Simmers from
ball's victory over Fullerton, ic, a sport requiring top-notch
they
know,
beer,
pong
uses
University
of California,
Tiger Athletes congregated hand-eye coordination under
paddles.
Go
to
any
REAL
Santa Cruz explains, "House
in the Townhouses for the the most rigorous conditions.
Beirut Trails. Akin to the Often mistaken as Beer Pong, college and you'll learn that," rules apply so each event
Olympic Trails, these Ath Beirut features no paddles; comments Nick Hansen, co- can be technically different.
letes traveled from as far as instead it places the ping founder and President of the Athletes have to learn the
off-campus apartments to pong ball in the hands of the Townhouse Beirut Associa house rules before they play,
tion.
but they vary very little.
exhibit their bravado, and athlete, and only the greatest
The rules for Friday's play That is, unless you're some
potentially to win better shooters with the highest tolwere approved on-spot, with crazy east-coaster which
seeds in the much antici- erance can prevail.
can 'cause some problems
amongst players."
The most contested rule
during the action was the
requirement for the ball to
Women's Basketball vs. CSU Fullerton
Feb. 16, 7pm
Alex Spanos Gym
be
released behind the table.
Baseball vs. UCLA
Feb. 17@2pm,
Port's Stadium
The rule calls for the ping
18@1pm, 19@1pm
pong ball to be released pri
Men's Basketball
Feb. 18
or to it crossing the Beirutfs
(ESPN GAME)

Sports Calendar

Women s Basketball vs. UC Riverside

Feb. 18

Alex Spanos

Men's Basketball vs. CSU Northridge

Feb. 22, 7pm

Alex Spanos

See BERUIT page 11

So steroids are in the nei
again and just in time for upcoming season. On Vale
tine's Day, there was no lo
shown for Barry Bonds
New York Times column
Murray Chass. His artic
reminds us clearly there is
problem in baseball with t!
use of steroids. Through,
the past season, we have
numerous charges for st
roid use. One of the playc
who tested positive for st
roids last season was Rafa
Palmeiro. Months before :
tested positive, he faced Co:
gress and pointed his fine
mentioning that he had nevused steroids, "period."
So why is Bonds a targi
by Mr. Chass? He feels th
the home run record is if
next step towards recreatir,
the integrity lost in the gam
of baseball. As many knov
Bonds is only six home rue
away from equaling Bab
Ruth (714) and 47 away fro:
Hank Aaron (755). Cha.;
feels that if (and when) Bond;
beats Aaron, and his black
steroid-cloud never disap
pears, the records will adc:
this figurative cloud. Fa":
now and of the future vol
always wonder. He feels thai
there should be a full invest
gation into Barry Bonds' pa-"
very similar to how Pete Rosa
was pinned for gambling.
This is an important ques
tion to ask, and I will admr
that it will increase the challenge of me proving hie
wrong, but I feel that this an untimely PR stunt that is
coming from a New Yorker. '
worked because it made
national news today. Othe:
than that, there is no neefor a full investigation on one
single player right now. The
players union just agreed or
See BONDS page 11

The Pacifican

Womens
Basket
ball on
the Rise

lush-Scott Behnom
.-Yo/ts Editor

\'o doubt controversy and
rrd losses were the focal
roint of the Craig Jackson
era. The Pacific women's
rrogram has had its fair
-rare of hurdles in the last
two years, but now the light
can be seen in this gloomy
runnel that has engulfed
the women's basketball
program.
The road of trials and trib
ulations is far from over, but
the whirlwind of bad losses
and lack of heart seems to be
in the past. It could be arrued that the best thing that
has happened for the Tigers
as the resignation of Jackm. With Jackson out, and
terim coach Karen Weitz
Pacific has transformed
If into a legitimate team.
Ask powerhouse UC Santa
ara what they think of.
new and improved Ti
gers and they will thank the
usketball gods for their 642 victory a few weeks ago.
.his is a new Tigers team
and with Weitz in the helm,
he fire is back.
Pacific made it clear
ith an 87-53 win over Cal
Poly that this is not the same
:;am that started the season.
'The game that we play
now is way different from
Craig's," said junior Ashley
Dolezal.
"Coach Weitz has us play-g up-tempo, in-your-face
•fense and defense when
r-rore, we played back and
:t teams bring the game to
s. We are now bringing it
to others."
Sophomore Kelsey Lav"der has been the catalyst,
giving post players Carolina
riz and Tina Sanerivi anther weapon in the perim.r. Lavender's play, along
:th Wyvonne Jones and
erise Freeman, has helped
'idify the backcourt. The
See WOMEN page 12

From BONDS page 10
a new penalty guideline for
players who test positive for
steroids, and it seems strict
and appropriate at 50 games
for the first offense, 100 for the
second and a lifetime ban for
the third offense. I am pretty
sure that Bonds is aware of
this rule and, he has a lot go
ing for him and the team right
now. Let us not forget that
the Giants are still hunting for
their pennant.
Sure, one could speculate
if he has tested positive for
steroids, or tried to work his
way around it, but there is
no concrete evidence to prove
that he has taken steroids. In
December 2004, the San Fran
cisco Chronicle opened the
can on the BALCO story. In
the article, it mentioned that
Bonds had testified to a feder
al grand jury. In the hearing,
he admitted to using "rubs"
and "oils" given to him by his
trainer. The court ruled the
substances were not strong
enough to be steroids. If this
prepositional
investigation
takes place, it will be a huge
repeat of the BALCO inci
dent because they are going
to have to review all of the
same information that was
recorded by the federal jury a
few years ago. To go back and
re-interview trainers, players,
coaches, friends and anyone
who interacted with Bonds
would cost money; take away
from the game, and again,
one can't guarantee that any
of those people are credible
right now.
Kimberly Bell was in a
relationship with Bonds for
nine years and in an interview
with the New York Times, she
said he used steroids. Big
deal. She, too, testified to
a federal jury, but recently
would not mention what she
testified about. I think that
she in not a credible source
if she can not defend her
comments in more than one
circumstance.
Something
that confuses me is that the
Yew York Times is operated
3V flip-flop editors: two years
ago (April 7, 2004), they inter
viewed the home run leader,
Aaron, and questioned him
on Bonds' possible steroid
use. Aaron simply answered
"Steroids or no steroids, he
would have had a Hall of
ame career." Aaron said it

SPORTS
comer on the circuit, went
into overtime with much
favored Team Intellicktual
Savages, and during the re
buttal, came away with the
shocking victory.
"I was stunned to say the
least. Intellicktual Savages or
powerhouses in the associa
tion," comments a spectator
who witnessed the overtime
win.
Easily the highlight of the
night was played by the 2
Shot Killers, who upon win
ning the ball after over 30
From BERUIT page 10
shots for initiative, slammed
a one-two punch into the cen
table plain. As a member of
Team Hella, who wishes to ter cup of their opponents,
Team 2 Men.
remain anonymous, points
"In over a half a century of
out, "I am used to the elbow
game play, I had never wit
rule; can't cross your elbow
nessed such a devastating
over the table. So it threw me
opening blow," Nick Han
off my game. The penalties
sen said. "They each threw
started adding up."
The penalties did start their opening shot, they both
it in the same center
adding up for Team Hella made
cup. By the TBA official 'rule
who was called for shenani
book', that's game."
gans (just below a warning)
"I really wish I could have
over 13 times, warned 8
emulated the 2 Shot Killers,"
times, and lost 6 made cups
said Erin, a member of Team
in the course of the night. The
KKE(AD) who pulled away
only team comparable was
with a single victory that
Team 2 Men, who received
night. "The victory lap after
4 warnings, and lost 2 made
wards was really the coolest
cups.
though." Team KKE(AD)
Regardless
of the rule
came close to replicating
technicalities, the action was
the 2 Shot Killers, but Team
intense as well over fifteen
Smool lucked out with great
teams faced off in heated
defensive play led by Jen
Beirut battle, and the upsets
who orchestrated a sudden
were plentiful. Team Cancup deflection.
cerStickCool, a mixed gender
A.t the end of the event,
team featuring Kimi, a new
it was clear that Team 2
Shot Killers would take the
number one seed in the final
trails scheduled for March 11.
However, like many leagues
w i t h paid t a x p r e p a r a t i o n
across the board, Townhouse
Beirut Association is again
facing bankruptcy.
"We have been forced to
postpone the Beirut Tourna
ment of Champions once
again this year," Hansen said.
"It's sad because we have
had such a strong showing
of support."
TBA officials are consider
ing seeking bail-out from
ASuop, but are highly skep
No Cash Needed
SUideius; sio tical that they would receive
any funding at all.
Refund Loans
OFI-'
For up to date cover
in Minutes
age
of all that is TBA, or
OKfvRA VAII.FV TAX SERVICE
Tax Preparation!
to
enter
a Team for the
No :;r<:
o.ir srrvi:::: . irH
next
Beirut
Trails, please
Available
re one tests n'pree. 'Jfi To?sv!
visit
thepacificanonline.com
Erojl'u'i:
ioO Q&&
Ssoalo I2C9; 513-1623
sports section. A full copy of
the TBA official rules is also
i
V.rA~.h
•it H V : r r t v «r*i t
:.HI
C: W B
A
featured on the site.

is up to the public and fans
to decide. So at this point in
2006 it is all of a sudden the
right of the media to decide
what should be done on this
situation. Leave it alone.
I would like to see Bonds'
break the home run record
and only a fluke accident
could prevent him from do
ing so. This record is one of
the most sacred records in
all professional sports and
should be handled with
care, but that gives no rea
son to single out a player
right now. The new rules
are tough, that is easy to
admit. They will be in place
and enforced for the 2006
season, and if Bonds wants
to juggle with them and risk
his whole career, then that is
his deal. It would be tragic
if that situation did occur,
but let the river flow. Don't
try to put a dam up on a
something that is moving
fluidly.
Again, Bonds is being
singled out, and if you are
going to single him out
for his record, then why
aren't we bugging Mark
McGwire? Didn't he go to
Congress last year? Sammy
Sosa is in a pursuit of his
own right now. He is also
trying to reach the top three
in the home run record, but
he has been caught playing
with a corked bat. I don't
see anyone complaining

about that when they are try
ing to bring back integrity.
I can't understand why
there are columnists out there
that have their mind set on
tarnishing people and mak
ing their lives difficult. It is
too bad that they have to add
nonsense into their article to
spice it up and make it sound
legitimate.
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My First Time... backpacking
occurred: a fallen down,
huge redwood tree was
blocking our route. Just like
I spent my weekend en- the song we sang in Kinder
joying water, bagels (thanks garten, "Can't go through
to the dining hall), and a jar it, can't go around it..."
of JIF peanut butter. I strate we had to go under it. This
gically packed my big, blue put things into perspective
backpack for me, for I now knew
We had
!h<= ni«ht anything could happen out
before my there. We all made it under
experi- first
time, with only muddy knees and
enced the it
was dirty shoes to show for it. I
could finally let loose and
very
im
three
nree Ws*
WS* portant
enjoy the outdoors!
Our journey continued
waterfalls, to have
as
we
up and down,
Wildlife,
w a r m aroundhiked
and
around. Fi
clothes
and wet
ana
wei
to put on
nally, I spoke up as it was
Shoes.
when the necessary for my first time
sun went to relieve myself in the
down for my first time. Finally outdoors. Of course, this is
it was bedtime, for I needed a the norm in an adventur
good night of sleep before my ous, outdoorsy type setting
first time. So here's the story - it's what the guides call
"the best part of being out
of my first time...
At 6 a.m. we left the doors" - no toilets! Well

By: Liz Blount
Guest Writer

i

Pacific Outdoor
Connec
tion located in Baun Fitness
Center to embark upon a
journey that I had never be
fore experienced. Big Basin
Redwoods State Park in Santa
Cruz was our destination. But
for the twelve of us, it was
about the journey, not the
destination.
Backpacking
through Big Basin, twelve
miles round trip, was a wild
adventure for anyone (espe
cially for your first time).
Nine students and three
guides set out after a two-hour
minivan ride on a hiking trail
en route to Sunset Camp. Our
backpacks strapped on tight
and trekking poles in hand,
our journey began and I was
still alive. About ten minutes
into the trail a minor problem

I wasn't sure what to call
it, but nature called and I
knew what I had to do. It
was also time for lunch; we
had been hiking for quite
some time and we needed
energy. My bagels, which
I had so easily borrowed
from the dining hall, and jar
of peanut butter gave me a
boost and soon we were on
our way.
The hike got more stren
uous as we continued, but
what fun is a hike that's not
challenging, right? At this
time things became serene
and almost unreal. We had
experienced the three W's:
waterfalls, wildlife, and wet
shoes. At least two of the
three were awesome! The
waterfalls were loud with

violent water pouring from that from Stockton? I didn't
the top; however, they were think so. However, we did
pure and totally sweet to and it was truly amazing. Af
look at. The wildlife was ter some serious stargazing
like something straight from and cleaning up the dinner
the discovery channel: two mess, we finally made it into
newts mating, creating new our tents. But to some of
life. The wet shoes were just the group's dismay, others
an added bonus of being found it necessary to snore
near an awesome waterfall while sleeping. Now that
and creek.
I could have lived without
The sun was setting and on my first time. You know,
we were all starting to get a being out there you really
little hungry so the guides start to appreciate even the
gave everyone a job in order worst things in life, such as
to help make the famous the dorm bathrooms, because
POC burritos. I know what waking up at three in the
you are thinking, burritos morning and needing to use
on a backpacking trip? Now the bathroom is really unfor
that's luxury! There were no tunate when it's pitch black
campfires allowed, which and you are in the middle of
was probably a good thing a 5 foot by 5 foot tent. I guess
considering the fact that our some things you learn to
group had a tendency to be hold, and at a time like that, it
somewhat clumsy when was necessary to hold.
cooking was involved. A
I finally got the nerve to
couple of spilled pots of hop over my tent mates at
eight in the morning, sim
ply because the latrine was
calling my name; actually, it
was screaming my name. No
smell
could
stop
me
then! Soon after, everyone
got up and we boiled water
for our oatmeal and hot tea or
chocolate. We ate, cleaned,
and packed up our tents and
backpacks. It was time to hit
the dusty trail again, or rather
the sometimes muddy, some
times rocky, or even some
times tree-y trail. We ran into
another fallen redwood on
the way back but this time it
is was up and over! Wham
bam, thank you ma'am
style.
Everyone was now
beans, chicken, and water
a
pro...well
at least mostly
were just some of the mis
everyone.
The
trail back to
haps that occurred. But
the
starting
point
was dif
the burritos are what made
ferent
than
the
one
to camp,
my first time eating in the
however
it
proved
to be
woods so memorable.
another
strenuous
hike.
ForA full moon and sky

in good sprits despite
sore we were from th^
before!
I couldn't take th^
ticipation any longer
stopped a passing hikej
ing the opposite wayasked him, "How long headquarters?" and he
plied with a smile, "Fif
minutes." Soon after, we
a sign saying that we had
ished the trail but that tj
were still 0.9 miles lef
headquarters. It wasn't i
that moment, that I reali
how awesome my first t
backpacking had been.
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perimeter took a huge
as senior Dana Zimmenr
quit the team due in part
Jackson, but has since reo
ered. Add freshman tin
point specialist Rene Robe
and the future is bright
Pacific. Roberts is not :
only freshman playing va
able time as both Tyler Mo:
and Whitney Price are lea:
ing from savvy veterans!:
Dolezal, Julie Melcher a:
Lyndsay McNamee.
Although this year h
had its ups and downs,:
Tiger program is on the lis
Weitz should strongly :
considered for the permar:
position as she has the Tig:
playing with passion ever
day. Pacific has responds
and although in the mid:
of a three-game losing stre:
the Tigers now know the]
can compete with anyone:
the nation.
"We are no longer confer
with losing," McNamee saia
"That's what it has seeoej
like in the past couple 1
years. Coach Weitz and [ad
tant coach Jeff] Gardner bdj
want this program to succee
at the highest level possM
They both know it's capar
of a higher caliber. Althouq
we've been through a lot,51
are all still here and wij
to put up a fight to see P
program succeed."
With this newfound ab
tude it would be no surprb
to the Tiger faithful to ^
their beloved basketball pb
gram making noise in the Bfi
West Championship tourna
ment.

